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- Almost an experimental talk: global analysis of CLEO/BELLE and LEP data
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- Evidence for power corrections?
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The data: D* from LEP

OPAL 1994 ALEPH 1999

NB: gluon-splitting subtracted

(All histograms are Monte Carlo  fits)



The data: D/D* from CLEO and BELLE

CLEO 2004 BELLE 2005

Extremely high-quality data at 10.6 GeV: possibility to test the 10.6 → 91.2 evolution
and/or check the universality of the extracted non-perturbative fragmentation function

e.g.                         <x>10.6 = 0.642 ± 0.004                <x>91.2 = 0.492 ± 0.015



The data: B from LEP

A few per cent accuracy 
on low-N moments



pQCD: matched O(alpha_s) + 
           NLL resummed (collinear) +      
           NLL resummed (soft)  
           in the m/Q→ 0 limit

[Mele, Nason ’91]
[Dokshitzer, Khoze,Troyan ’95]    [MC, Catani ’01]

Semi-numerical O(alpha_s^2) with mass terms exists [ Nason, Oleari ’97]
Phenomenological effect is fairly negligible

Schematically, we write the factorized expression (in MSbar):

The theory

Analytical massless O(alpha_s^2) initial conditions exist [ Melnikov, Mitov ’04]
Await NNLO time-like evolution kernels



Power corrections

Coefficient function

First pole at u=1 ⇒ expected leading power correction (Λ/q)^2

Initial condition

First pole at u=1/2 ⇒ expected leading power correction Λ/m



- crossing of bottom threshold when evolving charm FF

- deconvolution of initial state electromagnetic radiation

- treatment of Landau pole in soft-gluon resummation expressions

- inclusion of gluon splitting effects. Or, more generally, mixings

Four important issues (in order of increasing relevance):



Bottom threshold

Production via fragmentation of a given hadron h can be 
considered either in the nL or in the n = nL+1 schemes

n = nL+1

nL

MASSIVE QUARK

MASSLESS MSBAR

Difference:

[MC, Oleari, Nason, ’05]

Time-like equivalent of Collins-Tung relations for parton distribution functions



ISR effects

The data use the observed heavy hadron energy normalized to the beam energy. However, before
the hard interaction the beams lose energy due to electromagnetic radiation

Either include this effect in the calculation of the fragmentation function, or deconvolute the data

The latter is more convenient (do it once, get a ‘clean’ set of data to be used for multiple fits)

measured corrected



Large-x region

Branch point in Sudakov resummation factor prevents going beyond

i.e. NL ~ 5-10 for charm and NL ~ 30 for bottom. This corresponds to x ~ 0.8 for charm.

However, there are plenty of data beyond that point, not to mention that the singularity distorts the 
spectrum even for lower x.

Two options:

1. resum all subleading logs (for instance via DGE) and regularize the ensuing Borel antitransform

2. minimally modify the Sudakov factor, such that the resummation prescription

a - is consistent with all known perturbative results

b - yields physically acceptable results

c - does not introduce power corrections larger than generally expected, i.e. 
     NΛ/m for the initial condition and N(Λ/Q)^2 for the coefficient function

This is achieved by replacing:
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Large-x region

The regularization prescription with f > 1 prevents the distribution from 
becoming unphysical beyond the Landau pole

NL

!(N) = 0



Non-perturbative fragmentation function

A non-perturbative component is of course needed to describe the data. It is assumed universal 
(for a given quark and a given heavy hadron) and convoluted to the perturbative component:

One possible choice for the non-perturbative FF, flexible enough to lead to particularly good fits, is

Simpler choices can of course also be made. For instance, the Karvelishvili et al. one,

whose Mellin transform, 

can easily be written as a power correction series, by interpreting !→ 2m/"



Fits to D* data

Simultaneous fit to 
CLEO and BELLE D* data

Very good description up to x=1



Fits to D data

The D*→ DX decays can be modeled kinematically and lead to the following fragmentation functions:



Fits to LEP data

Fit to ALEPH data

Compare to 
CLEO/BELLE 
parameters



ALEPH vs CLEO/BELLE

Compare the ALEPH data to the PREDICTION given by the fit to CLEO/BELLE + pQCD evolution

Discrepancy in the large-x/large-N region

CLEO/BELLE data are too hard (or, conversely, ALEPH is too soft...)



ALEPH vs CLEO/BELLE

Gap with theoretical prediction increasing 
at large N. 

0.044 corresponds to

5 GeV
2

M
2

!

0.52 GeV

M!

Not a perturbative uncertainty issue: 
difference is larger than uncertainty band 
for perturbative evolution

NB. heavy quark mass scale effects cancel
in this ratio



Checks



Single-parameter fits

Extract non-perturbative contribution from 
single moments, extract Kartvelishvili’s α

Compare with B mesons. Check scaling
of α with the heavy quark mass m

Disagreement of CLEO/BELLE data mildly
support view that these data might be 
affected by large power corrections



Conclusions

What’s this 
gap due to?


